chef doreen colondres

Leading “Cocina Latina” celebrity chef
Born into a family of cooks, Doreen Colondres’ family kitchen was the epicenter of her childhood. She developed a passion for local, fresh food, and merging classic flavors with new ingredients. When life took her to Miami, Doreen found she was never far from the kitchen, cooking for friends and entertaining. In fact, Doreen wanted to convince the world that “The Kitchen Doesn’t Bite” and launched her website of the same name.

A leading figure in today’s “Cocina Latina” movement and an expert in a range of Hispanic cooking, Doreen is determined to revolutionize the way the world approaches food, cooking, and eating habits. Doreen’s easy approach and vibrant personality have helped her become a “people’s chef,” and a fresh food advocate with a passion to educate. When Doreen isn’t experimenting in the kitchen, she’s traveling abroad consulting for international companies. Her mission is to show others that Hispanic food is flavorful and diverse, and that cooking is relaxing, healthy, and most importantly fun!